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SEC Marking and shorthand policy. 

Shorthand marks: 

Ö: Achieved lesson objective 

®: Partially achieved objective 

X: Not yet achieved objective 

NS: Next step use an ® 

SP: Check spelling using a dictionary 

G: Grammar error, check grammar 

P: Check punctuation, check punctuation 

//: Used to show a new line or paragraph should have been started. 

?: Does not make sense 

R: Should have been underlined. 

HW: Check handwriting 

VF: Verbal feedback 

L: Word or punctuation missing 

All teachers and pupils when self-assessing from Y3 upwards should use these 
symbols. They will be used in conjunction with pupil self/peer assessing work 
with purple ‘polishing’ pens.  

Y1/2 teachers should correct pupils’ work: up to 3 spellings per written piece 
(spellings the children should know), if age-appropriate punctuation has 
been missed or a new paragraph should have been used.  We would expect 
pupils to start responding to marking from KS2 upwards.  

During sessions when pupils are writing, class teachers will monitor their 
progress group by group. When monitoring, the class teacher will mark pupil 
work, indicating any errors that need to be amended using agreed short-
hand symbols, helping pupils with a ‘feed forward ®’ comment if necessary. 
This comment may be given verbally (for the children to note the NS®) or 
noted in pupil books by the teacher. Pupils will also go through the same 
process when self or peer assessing. 
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Pupils should then ensure that any errors are not repeated and that they act 
on any ‘feed forward ®’ comments from the class teacher by indicating in 
the margin in purple pen when they think they have achieved their target (NS 
®). They need to correct any errors using their purple polishing pens and the 
teacher will assess whether they have achieved their NS® during the lesson 
or whether the target will need to be fed forward to the next lesson. 

It may be necessary that one group is left to work independently during 
lesson time. In this case the class teacher will need to mark their work after 
the lesson and give more detailed written feedback in pupil books (if self or 
peer assessment is not already an appropriate means of AFL in the lesson). 

It may be necessary at times when pupils have worked independently for 
class teachers to mark their books after a writing session. In this case class 
teacher will use the agreed shorthand and provide pupils with a ‘feed 
forward’ comment that they need to act on in the next session.  

Pupils will regularly peer and self-assess their work during writing sessions, 
providing ‘feed forward’ comments for themselves and peers. They must 
show that they have acted on these comments in any work subsequently 
produced.  

When writing longer pieces pupils should use purple pen to put a dotted line 
under any spellings they are unsure of. After completing their work, they 
should check the spelling and correct in purple pen if necessary. 

Editing/correction time should be given at the start of each writing lesson 
called ‘polishing time’ (5/10 mins for Y3+ children) to allow pupils time to go 
through the teacher’s marking as respond using ‘purple polish pens’, correct 
spellings, up-level if necessary.    

 
Success criteria and differentiation. 
 
Along with the above marking policy, for every lesson all pupils should receive 
a success criteria which they will use in conjunction with the class teacher to 
assess their attainment within the lesson.  This can be done as a whole class 
at the end of the lesson where the teacher reads it allowed (ideal for Y1/2) 
and the pupils decide if they have achieved, partly achieved or not yet 
achieved the objective.   
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Each success criteria will contain objectives aimed for lower, middle and 
higher attaining learners therefore, allowing teachers to direct more able 
learners to focus on the higher order objectives and lower attained to focus 
on objectives which are attainable for them. This also allows less able and 
middle attainers to move towards higher order objectives within the same 
lesson if they are progressing well. This prevents pupils from being restricted 
within their learning whilst allowing more able learners to be stretched. 
Differentiation will come from the objective pupils focus most closely on as 
well as through adult support, expectation, type of task, working with pupils of 
other ability and through the resources used to support children in their 
learning. 

The success criteria are ready made for any Twinkl lesson taught and shows 
clear steps towards achieving the learning objective.  For any lessons that 
have been planned outside of Twinkl (e.g. writing and Maths you will need to 
create your own success criteria with LAP MAP HAP steps). 

 


